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[1] Recent activities in the Society for Music Theory suggest that its members are ready to call out
the discipline’s faults and are hungry for change. Events such as the founding of Project Spectrum
in 2018 as a graduate-student-led coalition for reform across the music disciplines (Project
Spectrum 2020), the 2019 SMT annual meeting’s keynote addresses exposing the discipline’s faults
in numerous ways (West Marvin et al. 2019; Ewell 2020), and the scandal surrounding the
publication of volume 12 of the Journal of Schenkerian Studies (2019) may have inspired music
theorists to consider the many problematic aspects of music theory and analysis as currently
practiced in institutions drawing from the Western European music conservatory model (A as
2019; Walker 2020). Some may be reﬂecting on the ways these considerations recall and return to
previous discussions on related topics: among them, gender (Parsons and Ravenscroft 2017; Maus
1993), race and ethnicity (Ewell 2009; Hisama 2016, 2018a, 2018b), sexuality (Bre , Wood, and
Thomas 2006; Maus 2020) and general curricular reform (Campbell et al. 2014).
[2] But where might this renewed hunger for change lead us, if we do not address the historical
and potentially problematic reasons for that hunger? In a ﬁeld like ours, which has been called out
repeatedly by both insiders and outsiders for its exclusion of voices on the basis of race, ethnicity,
gender, physical ability, culture, nationality, and more, one step is to listen and read voices that
have been historically silenced or ignored. Dylan Robinson’s Hungry Listening (2020) oﬀers a
perspective from interdisciplinary music studies, Indigenous studies, and the author’s identity as
xwélmexw or Stó:lō (an Indigenous group traditionally resident in the territory currently known as
the Paciﬁc Northwest of North America). Robinson’s book presents music theorists, speciﬁcally,
with a variety of ways to question their a achments to a singular voice, analyst, and ideal listener.
In this review, I (a white cisgendered female se ler(1)) explore the book’s implications for the ﬁeld
of music theory, a ﬁeld in which I am also an insider/outsider.(2)
[3] I use the term “hunger” above as deliberate echo of the book’s core concept, “hungry listening.”
This term describes se ler colonial modes of perception:(3) the ways in which se lers listen to and

consume other musics and cultures and prioritize “the capture and certainty of information over
the aﬀective feel, timbre, touch, and texture of sound” (Robinson 2020, 38). The term “is derived
from two Halq’eméylem words: shxwelítemelh (the adjective for se ler or white person’s
methods/things) and xwélalà:m (the word for listening)” (2). Hungry listening is a way to think
about the assumptions music disciplines make about “the listener.”(4) Robinson writes that “part of
what Hungry Listening seeks to expand in musical scholarship is this action of marking the
normative discourses of listening positionality (primarily though not exclusively in relation to
Western art music) as white, heterosexual, able-bodied, and middle class, through writing that
explicitly illustrates and materializes other listening values in/and/from musical subjectivities” (81).
Robinson’s delineation of se ler and Indigenous modes of perception throughout the book is
nuanced: he frequently gives examples that demonstrate the multiplicity of positions within these
broad categories, such as his own cultural encounters while living on Indigenous territories other
than his own. Further, in using Halq’eméylem, Robinson demonstrates the importance of language
in culture, thought, and theory, one of many performative and decolonizing acts in this book.
[4] The concept of hungry listening is enough to spark a great deal of thinking and action amongst
change-oriented music theorists. How do our analyses, analytical methods, and theories
demonstrate hungry listening practices? How much of music theory is about collecting musical or
sound artifacts, pinning them to the page in a colonial and violent manner similar to the
ethnographers that Robinson critiques at various points in the book?(5) When music theorists listen
to and analyze music from cultures other than their own, what sort of power dynamics are they
participating in? When theorists talk about “the listener,” who is that listener? What analyzing
positions are we assuming? Robinson occasionally begins to answer these questions for music
theorists, but given his training and academic role outside the discipline of music theory, I often
read these passages as (understandably) superﬁcial glosses on what it is we do as music theorists
and analysts. I see great potential for music theorists to take up Robinson’s ideas to expand existing
music-theoretical work on listening positionality (see Ewell 2020, Guck 2006, and Kielian-Gilbert
1994, among others).
[5] Robinson oﬀers several possible avenues for application and exploration of the concept of
hungry listening in an introduction, two theoretical chapters, and three case studies. The
introduction and chapter 1 ("Hungry Listening") lay out the theoretical terrain, exploring the
notion of hungry listening and its intersections with key elements of critical Indigenous studies,
including redress, refusal, resurgence, and sovereignty. Chapter 2, “Writing About Musical
Intersubjectivity,” is a deeper look at critical theories from inside and outside Indigenous studies
that inform Robinson’s approach. This chapter stands apart from the rest of the book in its reliance
on abstract theorization rather than analytical application. Robinson a empts to draw from and
address multiple readerships and ways of knowing (Indigenous and European scholars, academics
from multiple disciplines, his own personal academic experiences), openly discussing the
challenges of satisfying such a diverse audience by describing the critical reactions of peer
reviewers from diverse backgrounds to this chapter’s contents. While he does not entirely
overcome these challenges, highlighting the issues at stake for scholars seeking to engage in similar
work is as instructive as the theoretical ideas themselves. How would music analyses that engage
with multiple ways of knowing be received by peer reviewers? Would they be equally
controversial, perhaps rejected as “not music theory” and, at the same time, insuﬃcient for
publication in other disciplines? Robinson’s transparency about the review process highlights some
of the structural barriers to decolonization present within music disciplines and across academia
more broadly.
[6] The three case studies oﬀer readers concrete applications of Robinson’s key ideas. Chapter 3,
“Contemporary Encounters between Indigenous and Early Music,” oﬀers a framework for
analyzing a group of performances that have taken place across the territories currently known as
Canada and the United States over the last twenty years. These performances were not deliberately
linked by their presenters, but their thematic and musical content, as Robinson points out, is
remarkably similar: all feature a mixture of early music in Western European genres with
traditional and newly composed music from Inuit, Métis, and First Nations communities (the three
broad Indigenous groups in the territory currently known as Canada, where Robinson resides).

Some featured new works that combine cultural practices and participation by Indigenous and
non-Indigenous performers and composers varied across the performances. Music theorists trained
in the Western European tradition will likely gravitate to the clear theoretical and taxonomical
framework for musical analysis that Robinson proposes in this chapter, which could possibly be
adapted for intercultural musical encounters more generally, and certainly could be applied to
musical analyses with greater depth than the brief possibilities that the book outlines.
[7] Chapter 4, “Ethnographic Redress, Compositional Responsibility,” considers the role that se ler
scholars and their ancestors (both familial and academic) have played and continue to play in
colonization, and presents possibilities for both Indigenous and non-Indigenous scholars to enact
redress. For music theorists, the key question framed by this chapter is how to take responsibility
for the role we have played and continue to play in colonization. Robinson does not provide the
answer, but inspires us to ask the question.
[8] Chapter 5, “Feeling Reconciliation,” is a case study of musical works tied to a Canadian context,
speciﬁcally the Truth and Reconciliation Commission and its aftermath.(6) Robinson explores how
speciﬁc pieces of music are wri en or presented as gestures towards reconciliation and redress
between Indigenous and se ler peoples in the land currently known as Canada, but critiques both
artists' intentions and se ler audience reactions that tend to see the work of reconciliation as
"ﬁnished" when the piece is over. Again, while there is value in Robinson’s speciﬁc critiques of
reconciliatory artistic gestures in Canada, the discussion here might equally apply to other musics
and music theories that claim universalism or evoke emotions of guilt and shame amongst a
cultural majority audience without encouraging them to change the distressing situation. As
Robinson writes, “It is necessary to acknowledge the privilege and power that we hold within our
artistic and working communities, and then ﬁnd ways to give over such power that move beyond
forms of inclusion” (232).

Intermission
[9] Reading chapter 1, I lie on my back on the deck at my parents’ second home in the place I know as the
Eastern Townships in Québec, Canada. What I remind myself is the traditional territory of the peoples of the
Wabanaki Confederacy generally and the Abenaki peoples speciﬁcally. Instead of reading the book, I read the
sky. I feel the sun, see the clouds, hear a robin and a sparrow, the wind in the maples, my children and their
grandparents. Robinson’s book gives me permission and motivation to include these perceptions, realities,
and positions as part of my academic review, to recognize that the place and time I occupied when reading the
book impacted my understanding of the book. I recall other times when Indigenous colleagues, Elders, and
friends reminded me that I experience and am more than what the norms of my academic context demand,
and that I can bring these parts of myself into colonial spaces and interactions. I am hungry for these
reminders. I am wary of this hunger.

Performative writing and reading
[10] This “intermission” mimics the event scores and sections for speciﬁc readers that are an
integral part of the performative aspect of Hungry Listening. These include ﬁve “event scores”
between each chapter that range from a few sentences to nine pages, a section for Indigenous
readers (“Writing Indigenous Space”), and a section for se ler readers (“Conclusion”). As with
Robinson’s use of Halq’eméylem, the book thus functions as both a presentation of ideas and a
performative text (Phelan 1997; Pollock 1998). Robinson explains that part of the purpose of these
sections is that “the reader is not simply served up knowledge on a plate, but is put to work in
preparing the meal. This work refuses hungry modes of perception and demands relationship of
co-constituting meaning. Readers must equally be open to parsing a variety of aesthetic strategies
that may frustrate the impulse for clear explanation” (102).
[11] For myself, I struggled to ﬁnd much meaning in Robinson’s text “xwélalà:m, Raven Chacon’s
Report,” because I have never been present at a performance of the piece. “Event Score for Guest
Listening I,” though, resonated more closely as I, too, regularly encounter the “hum” of limestone

walls around Kingston, Ontario, Canada, but from diﬀerent positions than Robinson.(7) Other
readers would have diﬀerent experiences. Similarly, the sections for diﬀerent readers forefront
multiple reader positionality. The opening section “Writing Indigenous Space” is prefaced by the
instruction “If you are a non-Indigenous, se ler, ally, or xwelítem reader, I ask that you stop
reading by the end of this page. . . . The next section of the book . . . is wri en exclusively for
Indigenous readers” (25). To resist temptation, I taped this section shut. I wanted to recognize and
honor that not everything is for me, acknowledge Indigenous sovereignty in the space of the text in
my hand. But I obsessed—was hungry for—the knowledge inside those pages. Despite my best
intentions, I noticed feelings of hurt, rejection, white fragility (DiAngelo 2018). I worried that I
would not be able to complete my task: What does it mean to review a book without having read a
part of it?
[12] This self-reﬂection is essential to a careful reading of Hungry Listening. Robinson at one point
describes a broader call to action: “To eﬀect a decolonial crisis in the act of listening—to ask
listeners to become 'no longer sure of what listening is'—cannot simply entail a willful approach to
kick colonial listening habits. Instead, it means shifting the places, models, and structures of how
we listen” (72).(8) Robinson’s book oﬀers ideas that music theorists can apply to the task of
addressing the critiques that disciplinary insiders and outsiders have made for decades. I can
imagine this book being taken up by music theorists interested in theorizing/analyzing Indigenous
music, theorizing/analyzing diﬀerently (what might be called, following Robinson,
“theorizing/analyzing otherwise”), questioning the white male heteronormative able-bodied
Eurocentric frame that surrounds our ﬁeld, and considering how identities and positions shape or
are shaped by music theory practices.
[13] Yet I am cautious of generalizing too far from the speciﬁcity that Robinson’s work adopts,
reminding myself, as always, that diverse social justice movements are not equivalent, that
“decolonization is not a metaphor” as Tuck and Yang (2012) warn. Some of Robinson’s ideas may
only apply to the speciﬁc situations they were created to support: Indigenous–se ler encounters
generally, Indigenous–se ler encounters in speciﬁc territories such as Canada or the United States
or that of the xwélmexw/Sto:lo nation, and the encounters between two peoples with speciﬁc
identities and histories. But if music theory and music theorists have only just woken up to the
inequities, oppression, and violences that our discipline has enacted and continues to enact, then
we are at such an early point that any inspiration for change is useful. This book can certainly
provide such an inspiration, and much more.
[14] Music theorists who have never considered these topics before, and in particular white se lers
who have never considered themselves as holding either identity, may feel lost reading this book.
However, it is not the role of Robinson speciﬁcally or Indigenous scholars generally to educate
novices on what they should do. Instead, it is the role of people like me, white se lers with a li le
more knowledge and experience with these topics, to take up the task of educating their peers.
Oﬀering to write this review is part of that work, and I hope others in positions of relative power
and privilege in music theory join me.
Robin A as
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Footnotes
1. Se ler is a term I use to indicate that my ancestors came to the land I know as Canada from
somewhere else (the UK and Greece), that they sought no permission before occupying the lands
upon which Indigenous peoples lived, and that I am complicit in the ongoing colonization of
Indigenous peoples through institutional and individual acts. See Ba ell Lowman and Barker 2015.
Return to text
2. Given Robinson’s emphasis on positionality throughout Hungry Listening, I feel it is important
for me to share some of my held identities in order to indicate how they may be informing my
views, or informing how you the reader receive them. I consider myself an insider/outsider
because although my graduate training and early career were in music theory, I now work fulltime as an educational developer in a teaching and learning center with music theory as a
secondary interest.
Return to text
3. Se ler colonialism is operative in places such as Canada, the United States, and Australia, where
colonizers arrived with an intent to stay and have not left. See Wolfe 1999 and Veracini 2011.
Return to text
4. These assumptions also apply, by extension, to the reader. Within this sentence and throughout
this review, for example, is an assumption that readers are music theorists, an assumption
communicated through my use of “our” and “we.”
Return to text
5. The speciﬁc metaphor of pinning notes to a page comes from a passage by early twentiethcentury ethnographer Marius Barbeau, who worked with Ernest MacMillan among various
Indigenous groups in Canada and who Robinson quotes as saying that the musical sounds they
were collecting could be wri en down, “our stave being a rack upon which to pin down sounds
and rhythms whatever they are” (Barbeau 1933, quoted in Robinson 2020, 149).
Return to text
6. The Truth and Reconciliation Commission (2008–15) was a government-appointed commission
that was one component of a class action se lement regarding the Indian Residential Schools
system, a government-supported and mostly church-run boarding school program that was most
active from the 1880s to the 1980s. Thousands of Indigenous children were taken from their
families and brought to distant schools where physical, emotional, and sexual abuse was rampant
and legitimate education minimal. The Indian Residential Schools system is widely recognized as
the most egregious example of Canada’s colonialism via institutionalized “cultural genocide”
(Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada 2015, 1).
Return to text
7. This leads me to reveal that I am a colleague of Robinson’s; however, I feel well-equipped to
remain at a critical distance in this review. Like many sub-disciplines within music theory, the
community of music theorists also ﬂuent in theories of se ler colonialism and decolonization is so
small that peer review of colleagues is impossible to avoid.
Return to text

8. In this quote, Robinson is drawing upon McClary, where she advocates for musicologists ﬁnding
a place where we are “no longer sure of what MUSIC is” (1991, 19; emphasis in the original).
Return to text
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